
14: 30: 42  HrsKaran Ending Time

VanijKaran at Sunrise

12: 43: 49  HrsYoga Ending time

ShuklaYoga at Sunrise

18: 26: 1  HrsNak. Ending time

MrigasiraNak. at Sunrise

14: 30: 42  HrsTithi Ending time

14Tithi at Sunrise

14Lunar Tithi

SuklaLunar Paksha

PausaMonth

1901Saka Samvat

2036Vikram Samvat

Gotra

Caste

Mother

Father

Mar 1Y 6M 5DBalance of Dasha

HemantSeason

60:35:10  GhatiBhabhog

47:24:10  GhatiBhayat

19: 29: 22  HrsSidereal Time

10: 21: 3  HrsDay Duration

17: 35: 21  HrsSunset

7: 14: 17  HrsSun Rise

01/01/1980Local Birth Date

12:48:52  HrsLocal Birth Time

077.13Longitude

028.39Latitude

DELHIPlace of Birth

 (In Ghati)     

14: 49: 15  GhatiTime of Birth

13:10:00  HrsTime of Birth

TuesdayDay of Birth

01/01/1980Date of Birth

MaleSex

Lalkitab
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Gr.FatherName Sample

North

East



--CowardKetu

--Mischievous, abortionsRahu

RashiGenerally unluckySaturn

--Results depends upon Saturn, if Saturn is good  then religiousVenus

GrahaSpiritually inclined, Short temperedJupiter

--Wealth & unlucky simultaneouslyMercury

--Not living in ancestral house will not increase the familyMars

--Long lifeMoon

--Long-living, Like the Sun after a solar eclipseSun

 -- FriendNeutrlFriendNeutrlNeutrlEnemyEnemyNeutrlKetu

Ketu

Friend -- FriendEnemyNeutrlFriendEnemyNeutrlEnemyRahu

Rahu

NeutrlFriend -- FriendNeutrlFriendEnemyEnemyEnemySaturn

Saturn

FriendEnemyFriend -- NeutrlFriendNeutrlEnemyEnemyVenus

Venus

NeutrlNeutrlNeutrlEnemy -- EnemyFriendFriendFriendJupiter

Jupiter

NeutrlFriendNeutrlFriendNeutrl -- NeutrlEnemyFriendMercury

Mercury

EnemyNeutrlNeutrlNeutrlFriendEnemy -- FriendFriendMars

Mars

EnemyNeutrlNeutrlNeutrlNeutrlFriendNeutrl -- FriendMoon

MoonSun

FriendShip Table
Sample
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NeutrlEnemyEnemyEnemyFriendNeutrlFriendFriend -- Sun

Moon Rasi LalkitabMoon Rasi

Planet Definition Grah Phal / Rashi Phal

Grah Phal / Rashi Phal

Ven 

1

 2
Mon 3

Sat 4

Sun 
5 Mer 

6
Ket 

7

Mar 

8

Jup 

9

Rah 

10

11
12

Sat 

1

 
2

Ven 

3

Sun 

4

Mer 
5

Ket 

6

Mon 

7

Mar 

8
Jup 9
Rah 

10

11
12



01/05/2049 - 01/01/2050
Sun 01/09/2048 - 01/05/2049
Ket

01/01/2046 - 01/01/2048Mon

01/01/2044 - 01/01/2046Ven

01/01/2041 - 01/01/2042Jup

01/01/2040 - 01/01/2041Mon

01/09/2038 - 01/01/2039Rah

01/05/2038 - 01/09/2038Sat

01/05/2037 - 01/01/2038Ket

01/09/2036 - 01/05/2037Rah

01/01/2034 - 01/01/2036Sat

01/01/2032 - 01/01/2034Sun

01/01/2029 - 01/01/2030Mer
01/01/2028 - 01/01/2029Mar

01/01/2025 - 01/01/2027Mar

01/01/2023 - 01/01/2025Mer

01/01/2019 - 01/01/2021Ven

01/01/2017 - 01/01/2019Jup

01/05/2014 - 01/01/2015Sun

01/09/2013 - 01/05/2014Ket

01/01/2011 - 01/01/2013Mon

01/01/2009 - 01/01/2011Ven

01/01/2006 - 01/01/2007Jup

01/01/2005 - 01/01/2006Mon

01/09/2003 - 01/01/2004Rah

01/05/2003 - 01/09/2003Sat

01/05/2002 - 01/01/2003Ket

01/09/2001 - 01/05/2002Rah

01/01/1999 - 01/01/2001Sat

01/01/1997 - 01/01/1999Sun

01/01/1994 - 01/01/1995Mer

01/01/1993 - 01/01/1994Mar

01/01/1990 - 01/01/1992Mar

01/01/1988 - 01/01/1990Mer

01/01/1984 - 01/01/1986Ven

01/01/1982 - 01/01/1984Jup

Lalkitab Dasa
Sample
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SunSatMer

VenKetMar

Mer 2 YearMar 6 YearVen 3 Year

Mon 1 YearSun 2 YearJup 6 Year

Ket 3 YearRah 6 YearSat 6 Year

Ket Ket Rah

01/01/1980 - 01/01/1982 01/01/1986 - 01/01/1988 01/01/1992 - 01/01/1993

01/01/1995 - 01/01/1997 01/01/2001 - 01/09/2001 01/01/2003 - 01/05/2003

01/01/2004 - 01/01/2005 01/01/2007 - 01/01/2009 01/01/2013 - 01/09/2013

01/01/2027 - 01/01/202801/01/2021 - 01/01/202301/01/2015 - 01/01/2017 VenKetMar

Sat 6 Year Rah 6 Year Ket 3 Year

01/01/2038 - 01/05/203801/01/2036 - 01/09/203601/01/2030 - 01/01/2032 SunSatMer

Jup 6 Year Sun 2 Year Mon 1 Year

Mer 2 YearMar 6 YearVen 3 Year

Ket Ket Rah01/01/2039 - 01/01/2040 01/01/2042 - 01/01/2044
01/01/2048 - 01/09/2048



01/05/2119 - 01/01/2120
Sun 01/09/2118 - 01/05/2119
Ket

01/01/2116 - 01/01/2118Mon

01/01/2114 - 01/01/2116Ven

01/01/2111 - 01/01/2112Jup

01/01/2110 - 01/01/2111Mon

01/09/2108 - 01/01/2109Rah

01/05/2108 - 01/09/2108Sat

01/05/2107 - 01/01/2108Ket

01/09/2106 - 01/05/2107Rah

01/01/2104 - 01/01/2106Sat

01/01/2102 - 01/01/2104Sun

01/01/2099 - 01/01/2100Mer
01/01/2098 - 01/01/2099Mar

01/01/2095 - 01/01/2097Mar

01/01/2093 - 01/01/2095Mer

01/01/2089 - 01/01/2091Ven

01/01/2087 - 01/01/2089Jup

01/05/2084 - 01/01/2085Sun

01/09/2083 - 01/05/2084Ket

01/01/2081 - 01/01/2083Mon

01/01/2079 - 01/01/2081Ven

01/01/2076 - 01/01/2077Jup

01/01/2075 - 01/01/2076Mon

01/09/2073 - 01/01/2074Rah

01/05/2073 - 01/09/2073Sat

01/05/2072 - 01/01/2073Ket

01/09/2071 - 01/05/2072Rah

01/01/2069 - 01/01/2071Sat

01/01/2067 - 01/01/2069Sun

01/01/2064 - 01/01/2065Mer

01/01/2063 - 01/01/2064Mar

01/01/2060 - 01/01/2062Mar

01/01/2058 - 01/01/2060Mer

01/01/2054 - 01/01/2056Ven

01/01/2052 - 01/01/2054Jup

Lalkitab Dasa
Sample
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SunSatMer

VenKetMar

Mer 2 YearMar 6 YearVen 3 Year

Mon 1 YearSun 2 YearJup 6 Year

Ket 3 YearRah 6 YearSat 6 Year

Ket Ket Rah

01/01/2050 - 01/01/2052 01/01/2056 - 01/01/2058 01/01/2062 - 01/01/2063

01/01/2065 - 01/01/2067 01/01/2071 - 01/09/2071 01/01/2073 - 01/05/2073

01/01/2074 - 01/01/2075 01/01/2077 - 01/01/2079 01/01/2083 - 01/09/2083

01/01/2097 - 01/01/209801/01/2091 - 01/01/209301/01/2085 - 01/01/2087 VenKetMar

Sat 6 Year Rah 6 Year Ket 3 Year

01/01/2108 - 01/05/210801/01/2106 - 01/09/210601/01/2100 - 01/01/2102 SunSatMer

Jup 6 Year Sun 2 Year Mon 1 Year

Mer 2 YearMar 6 YearVen 3 Year

Ket Ket Rah01/01/2109 - 01/01/2110 01/01/2112 - 01/01/2114
01/01/2118 - 01/09/2118



Dharmi Teva

Some  horoscopes  are  considered  as  Dharmi  horoscopes  in  Lal-Kitab.  According  to  
Lal-kitab, Rahu, Ketu & Saturn are considered as malefic planets. Mars is also included in 
this group if it is showing negative results. In the Dharmi horoscopes, the negative affect of
malefic planets gets reduced to a good extent.
If Jupiter is conjoined with Saturn in any house or if Saturn is posited in 11th house then 
the horoscope is known to be Dharmi. The combination of Jupiter and Saturn is capable of 
averting many adversities. Their placement especially in 6th, 9th, 11th or 12th house gives 
astonishing results. Such horoscopes are blessed with divine blessings. A horoscope also 
becomes Dharmi if Rahu or Ketu is posited in 4th house. The combination of Moon with 
Rahu or Ketu in any house of a horoscope also makes it a Dharmi Teva.
In Dharmi horoscope the native gets divine help in the time of crises. Since Saturn is  
considered to be the planet of judgement, its nature becomes soft and sympathetic towards 
the native because of its association with the planet of luck- Jupiter. Similarly, Rahu and 
Ketu (dragon's head & tail) are supposed to produce obstacles in the path of native. But 
they don't harm the native if they are posited in the 4th house or conjoined with moon in 
any house.

Result
Your Horoscope is non-Dharmi horoscope.

Semi - Blind (Night Blind) horoscope

According to Lal-Kitab, planets in some horoscopes don't show good results even though 
they are well placed. Such horoscopes are not favourable for professional success, mental 
peace or harmonious family life. These horoscopes can be compared to a person who is 
suffering from night blindness.
A horoscope is called as Semi-blind if it has Saturn in 7th house and sun in 4th house. In 
such condition, Saturn aspects sun by 10th aspect. The aspect of Saturn on sun is not  
considered to be auspicious moreover Saturn becomes powerful in 7th house thereby it 
spoils the result of 9th, 1st & 4th house, the houses of luck, health & comforts respectively.
Hence  in  such  conditions,  the  remedies  of  Sun  will  be  of  no  use.  In  such  cases,  to  
terminate the ill effects of Saturn, one must always follow the only the remedies of Saturn.
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Dharmi Teva
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In Dharmi horoscope the native gets divine help in the time of crises. Since Saturn is  
considered to be the planet of judgement, its nature becomes soft and sympathetic towards 
the native because of its association with the planet of luck- Jupiter. Similarly, Rahu and 
Ketu (dragon's head & tail) are supposed to produce obstacles in the path of native. But 
they don't harm the native if they are posited in the 4th house or conjoined with moon in 
any house.
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Semi - Blind (Night Blind) horoscope

According to Lal-Kitab, planets in some horoscopes don't show good results even though 
they are well placed. Such horoscopes are not favourable for professional success, mental 
peace or harmonious family life. These horoscopes can be compared to a person who is 
suffering from night blindness.
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Result
Your Horoscope is not night-blind horoscope.

Blind horoscope

In a horoscope, 10th house plays a very important role as this house is linked with the 
status, profession and favours from the superiors.  From the health point  of view, it  is  
associated with Bones, Back, Knee joint & Kneecap.
In  general,  it  is  connected  with  Profession,  Source  of  Livelihood,  Business  affairs,  
Profession, Position in life, Status, Political power & dominance. The diseases related to 
this house are Leprosy and Leucoderma.
If 10th house has inimical planets posited there or there is no planet at all  in the 10th 
house, then the horoscope is called as a Blind horoscope even though the natural lord of 
10th house Saturn, is well placed or exalted in the horoscope. For e.g. Moon & Ketu, 
Saturn & Sun, Sun & Rahu etc are inimical to each other. Their placement in the 10th 
house will spoil the beneficial results of the other planets.

Result
Your Horoscope is not blind horoscope.

Minor Horoscope

According to Lal-Kitab, in certain conditions some horoscopes are considered as minor 
till  12  years  of  age.  The  fate  of  such horoscopes  is  unpredictable till  12 years.  Such  
horoscopes carry the effect of the karmas of their previous birth. The effect of the planets 
in these horoscopes can be compared with the results achieved by a minor, as a minor is 
dependent on adults in the family & cannot achieve much on its own. Similarly the planets 
in Minor horoscopes cannot show their full potential even though they are well placed.
A horoscope is said to be a Minor one if 1st, 4th, 7th and 10th houses do not have any 
planet or only Saturn, Rahu or Ketu are placed there or there is only mercury placed in 
above mentioned houses.
According to Lal-Kitab, the native of a minor horoscope experiences the effects of each 
planet, every year, till 12 years of age as per the given table below. For e.g. in the 1st year, 
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Age of Native

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Houses that influence Destiny

Planets of House 7
Planets of House 4
Planets of House 9
Planets of House 10
Planets of House 11
Planets of House 3
Planets of House 2
Planets of House 5
Planets of House 6
Planets of House 12
Planets of House 1
Planets of House 8

planets posited in the 7th house influence the native. In the 2nd year, planets in the 4th 
house play a major role on the destiny and so on. Hence,  in order to counter the bad 
effects of these planets every year, natives must follow the remedies of the planets, which 
effect their life till 12 years of age.

Result
Your Horoscope is not Minor horoscope.
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Due to the bad placement or influence of some planets in a horoscope, a native is debited 
in many ways in life. This also effects the native's progress in life as the evil influence of 
such planet stops even the auspicious planets from exhibiting their good results on the life of
the native. Hence persons with such horoscopes must always try to free themselves from 
ancestral debts, so that the planets may put forth their best results. By doing so, the native 
can lead a happy & prosperous life. The different types of debts and their reasons that can 
influence the  life  of  a  native  are  given  below.  Also  given  are  the  remedies  for  such  
situations.

Forefather's Debt
CAUSE :-  According to  Lal-Kitab,  when Venus  or  Mercury or  Rahu or  any of  their  
combinations are posited in the second, fifth, ninth or twelfth house of a horoscope then the
native is afflicted of forefather's debt.

REASON :- The reason for this could be due to destruction of a neighbouring temple, 
cutting of a peepal tree or offending the family priest.

Remedy
1. Collect money from family members and donate the collected amount to a temple.
2. Water a peepal tree regularly for 43 days.

Result
Your Horoscope is free from Forefather's Debts.

Self Debt
CAUSE :- According to Lal-Kitab, when Venus or Saturn or Rahu or Ketu or any of 
their combinations are posited in the fifth house of a horoscope then the native is afflicted of
self-debt.

REASON :- The reason for this could be due to the fact  that your forefathers did not 
adhere to the traditional family customs and discarded their faith in the supreme almighty.

8Sample
Ancestral Curse and Debts

Due to the bad placement or influence of some planets in a horoscope, a native is debited 
in many ways in life. This also effects the native's progress in life as the evil influence of 
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Ancestral Curse and Debts

Remedy
1. Perform Surya yagna from the contributions of all family members (blood relatives).

Result
Your  Horoscope  is  afflicted  from  Self  Debts.  Hence  please  follow  the  above  given  
remedy.

Mothers Debt
CAUSE  :-  According  to  Lal-Kitab,  when  Ketu  is  posited  in  the  fourth  house  of  a  
horoscope then the native is afflicted of mother's debt.

REASON :- The reason for this could be due to the fact that a particular forefather of 
yours must have neglected his mother after his marriage or after the birth of his children or 
must have been careless when his mother was sad or in distress.

Remedy
1. Drop a silver coin into a flowing water or river.

Result
Your Horoscope is free from Mothers Debts.

Brother or Relatives Debt
CAUSE :-  According to  Lal-Kitab,  when Mercury or  Venus  is  posited in  the first  or  
Eighth house of a horoscope then the native is afflicted of brother or relative's debt.

REASON :- The reason for this could be due to the possibility that a forefather of yours 
must have set fire to crops or house of a relative or friend or developed hatred towards 
brothers or relative. The reason may also be of staying away from house at the time of 
children's birthday or some festival in house.
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Ancestral Curse and Debts

Remedy
1. Donate medicines to some charitable institutions.

Result
Your Horoscope is free from Brother or Relatives Debts.

Woman's Debt
CAUSE  :-  According  to  Lal-Kitab,  when  Sun  or  Moon  or  Rahu  or  any  of  their  
combination is posited in the second or seventh house of a horoscope then the native is 
afflicted of woman's debt.

REASON :- The reason for this could be due to the possibility of murdering wife or other 
member of the same sex in the family due to greed or some extra marital affairs or killing a
pregnant woman due to some greed.

Remedy
1. Feed 100 cows at a time in a day with green fodder.

Result
Your Horoscope is free from Woman's Debts.

Daughter's Debt
CAUSE :- According to Lal-Kitab, when Moon is posited in the third or sixth house of a 
horoscope then the native is afflicted of daughter's debt.

REASON :- The reason for this could be due to the possibility of murdering someone's 
sister or daughter or torturing them. Shrinking the responsibility or betraying an unmarried 
girl or sister.
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Remedy
1. Purchase and burn some yellow coloured cowdies (small seashells) to ashes and throw 
the ash the very same day in flowing water or river.

Result
Your Horoscope is afflicted from Daughter's Debts. Hence please follow the above given 
remedy.

Cruelty Debt
CAUSE :- According to Lal-Kitab, when Sun, Moon or Mars or any of their combination 
is posited in the tenth or eleventh house of a horoscope then the native is afflicted of cruelty
debt.

REASON :- The reason for this could be due to forcibly grabbing of land or house by 
forefathers and even not paying its dues to its owners.

Remedy
1. Feed 100 labourers or 100 fishes of different places at a time in a day.

Result
Your Horoscope is free from Cruelty Debts.

Unborn Debt
CAUSE :- According to Lal-Kitab, when Sun, Venus or Mars or any of their combination 
is posited in the twelfth house of a horoscope then the native is afflicted of unborn debt.

REASON :- The reason for this could be due to betraying in-laws or a relative resulting in 
their family's destruction.

Remedy
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1. Purchase a coconut and on the same day offer it in a river or flowing water.

Result
Your Horoscope is free from Unborn Debts.

Nature's Debt
CAUSE :- According to Lal-Kitab, when Moon or Mars are posited in the sixth house of 
a horoscope then the native is afflicted of nature's debt.

REASON :- The reason for this could be due to the possibility of killing of a dog or 
betraying a nephew to such an extent that he gets ruined.

Remedy
1. Feed 100 dogs in a day with milk sweets or kheer.
2. Serve a widow and obtain her blessings.

Result
Your Horoscope is free from Nature's Debts.
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situated  in  the  5th  house  of  your  Horoscope  shows  that  you  are of a peacefulMars, 

 

Influence of planet Mars
 

To avoid others envy, donate wheat and jaggery on your sons birthday.3. 

To increase your wealth, donate milk and rice on your daughter’s birthday.2. 

Donate as much you can afford in a female’s marriage.1. 

 

Remedies 
 

your house receive good respect. You will have good mental power.of 

will  have  the  courage  of facing your enemies. Your destiny will increase if the ladiesYou 

guests  very well. Every 3rd month and 3rd year of your life will be profitable for you.your 

working  and  shall  receive complete happiness from your mother. You will look afterhard 

position  of  Moon  in  the 3rd house of your Horoscope shows that you will be polite,The 

 

Influence of planet Moon
 

Try, not to bring changes in your nature.3. 

Do not take milk, rice and silver free from anybody.2. 

Eating food in bronze vessels will increase your luck.1. 

 

Remedies 
 

be too much offensive nor too much defensive.neither 

government.  Your  parents  will  also  gain  from  the  government.  Your nature shouldthe 

This  position  of  Sun increases the destiny. You will receive fame and respect fromfamily. 

position  of  Sun  in  the  9th  house  of your Horoscope shows that you will have a bigThe 

 

Influence of planet Sun
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Lalkitab  Effects of Planets



lot  with  your  luck.  Your  luck  will start favouring you from the age of 16. You shall bea 

this  is  the  permanent house of Jupiter, you will be prosperous and shall progressBecause 

position  of  Jupiter  in  the  5th  house  of  your Horoscope, will give you good results.The 

 

Influence of planet Jupiter
 

Do not keep a parrot in the house.3. 

Do not take anything to wear or use(Tabiz/Talisman), from sadhus and fakirs.2. 

Don’t use the colour green.1. 

 

Remedies 
 

much result.give 

like  renouncing  everything,  but  this  will  not  be good for you. Going abroad will notfeel 

your  standard.  Your luck will change after a long time. In times of trouble, you maybelow 

your  way  to  success.  To  look  after  your  family,  you  may have to do jobs that areon 

to  the position of Mercury in the 9th house of your Horoscope there will be obstaclesDue 

 

Influence of planet Mercury
 

water on a plant or tree.that 

Keep  a glass of water besides your head at night while sleeping and in the morning pour3. 

Possessing a good behaviour will increase your wealth.2. 

Planting and looking after a neem, (Margosa) tree will bring you happiness.1. 

 

Remedies 
 

Your luck will start increasing only after the birth of your son.problem. 

older,  your  wealth  will  also  start increasing. You may be troubled due to some leggrow 

You  will  reside  far  from  your  birthplace. Your children will also be rich. As younature. 
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good  results. You may construct a house between the 36th and 42nd year of your life.you 

and  children  till  the 28th year of your life. If you marry after this period, it will givespouse 

position  of  Saturn  in  the  6th  house  of  your  Horoscope, will not be good for yourThe 

 

Influence of planet Saturn
 

Maintain a clean nature towards women.4. 

Feed the blind females.3. 

Take some remedial measures for Saturn.2. 

Consuming alcohol and non-veg can be harmful to you.1. 

 

Remedies 
 

good health and happiness. You will be an expert in the art of making love.have 

in  childbirth.  The opposite sex will be inclined towards you. Your spouse willobstructions 

like  gardening.  You  will  not  face  any  sudden  accidents. There may be some minorwill 

have  a  doubtful  nature.  You  will be powerful and will respect your life partner. Youand 

to  the  position  of  Venus  in  the 10th house of your Horoscope, you may be greedyDue 

 

Influence of planet Venus
 

You should worship Lord Ganesha.3. 

You should serve in religious and social places.2. 

Do not accept anything free from anybody.1. 

 

Remedies 
 

food and laziness, by which you can progress in life.non-vegetarian 

not  have  enmity  with  influential  people  from  the  government.  You  should forsakeDo 

concerning  your  children.  You  are  very  intelligent and you can master many arts.happy 
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may  face  troubles  from  your  children and your eyes may also get infected. You willYou 

will  gain  good  benefits  from your work. You may have troubles related to stomach.You 

to  the  position of Ketu in the 11th house of your Horoscope, you will be prosperous.Due 

 

Influence of planet Ketu
 

Do not marry more than twice.4. 

Avoid carelessness.3. 

Keep a silver Elephant statue in the house.2. 

Do not maintain illicit affairs.1. 

 

Remedies 
 

in the eyes. There will not be seriousness in your nature.trouble 

mother.  You  shall  be  prosperous. You may feel some weakness in health and someyour 

spiritual  enlightenment  in  the later part of your life. This position of Rahu is good forsome 

and  there  may  be  obstacles  also.  There may be a delay in childbirth. There maystudies 

You  will  waste  your  time  in  unnecessary  work.  You  will  have  less  interest innature. 

position  of  Rahu  in  the  5th house of your Horoscope shows that you are of childishThe 

 

Influence of planet Rahu
 

Plan your important things in night. You can also do it in daytime during Krishna Paksh.3. 

Do not flirt and do not consume alcohol.2. 

Do not deal in the business of meat, alcohol or eggs.1. 

 

Remedies 
 

may face some court cases or other government problems, be careful.You 

will  receive  medium  co-operation  from  your brothers. You will have a good health.You 
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Maintain a good character.4. 

Worship Lord Ganesha.3. 

Undertake the remedies of Jupiter.2. 

Feed the monkeys with jaggery.1. 

 

Remedies 
 

with your hard work. You will gain fame, respect and authority in your life.wealth, 

profits  from  work  related  to  government.  You  will  succeed in accumulating muchgain 
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Year

Lalkitab Chart

 2009  -   2010 Lal Kitab Varsh Kundli

Lagna Chart

Take a dip in a holy river      

Give food to the monkeys.       

No wine & non-veg. No fishing.  

Do not show your bare body to others.                           

Donate milk & rice in a temple to get out of financial difficulties.                            

Pour a cup of unboiled sweet milk at the roots of  a Banyan tree daily, for 43 days continously.

Donate milk in the name of the elders.                          

Do not take any white coloured items free e.g. milk, silver, rice, white clothes etc.           

Wear a pure gold ring in the left hand ring finger.             
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